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One of the requirements embody democracy were the political parties. Political party having the function in the organization which is to do recruitment leadership political in fill the office government and politics. Political party at the moment in doing recruitment prioritize candidates for having financial condition than the candidate having the quality and inexperienced. Nominate passing political party still dominant shades oligarchic elite political party and tendency select a candidate based on size matter (kapital / capital). Research purposes this is to see how process recruitment DPC PDIP district North Lampung against prospective regent period 2014-2019 walk.

This research is descriptive by using the method qualitative. Research is done in the neighborhood of dpc pdip district north lampung. The technique of collecting data with uses the technique interview the informant who is interviewed number 6 ) a person.

This research result is, 1) DPC PDIP in carrying out the process is spatially closed, recruitment because the process of determination of openly but not done through internal meeting of the functionaries DPP. 2) There are 4 factors that was the consideration to determine a candidate to be supported. 3) In the process of recruitment this DPC PDIP priority on member potential for surmounted in the regional election in North Lampung.4 ) Pdip in decision making process is informal-centralized, in which the decision was on the dpp with through a meeting of the functionaries after listening to advice from the input as well as in the region. The candidate supported established beyond through the process of selection in nature due to a decision and sentralistik be on the DPP.
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